QUICK START GUIDE
Did you know ?
A Night Vision device with an image intensifier tube requires a minimum of ambient light
(starlight, moonlight or artificial light) to operate, the level of performance depends on the
level of light.
Use the SPYRON monocular only under dark conditions or use the lens cap to cover the
objective lens in daylight conditions.

Preparation for use
Check contents :
1. J-Arm

5. Warranty card

2. 1 AA Alkaline battery

6. Datasheet

3. Lens cover

7. Quick Start Guide

4. Hard case
SACRIFICIAL LENS

Battery installation

1. Remove the battery cap by turning it
counter-clockwise.

4. Insert Alkaline battery into the battery
compartment, minus (-) end first.

2. Check to ensure the O-ring is present.

5. Replace the battery cap by pushing and
turning it clockwise. Tighten it firmly to
ensure a watertight seal.

3. Observe polarity as indicated on the
battery compartment.

Eyecup installation
Perform the following procedure to install the eyecup on the monocular :
1. Carefully press the eyecup over the end of the eyecup retainer ring.
2. Rotate the eyecup into proper viewing position. Adjust for best fit. The eyecup
must seal around your eye to prevent the green glow from escaping.
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Install one AA Alkaline battery as follows :
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Sacrificial window installation
Perform the following procedure to install the sacrificial
window onto the objective lens assembly.
1. If the objective lens cap is in place, remove it.
2. Carefully push the sacrificial window onto the
objective lens until it stops. Turn the sacrificial
window clockwise until it snaps into place.

J-Arm Mount Installation
Install the head/helmet mount adapter into the monocular
by following the procedure.
1. Align the thumbscrew with
the threaded hole and
tighten.

3. Make sure the connector on
the adapter fits into the
groove on the monocular.

2. Locate the connector on
4. Loosen the clamp knob and
the J-Arm mount adapter
pivot the arm to the other
that fits into a groove on the
side for SPYRON use with the
monocular.
right eye.

When not in use
1. Switch off the SPYRON.
2. Remove the AA Alkaline
battery.

3. Replace the day cap on the
objective lens.
4. Store the SPYRON in the
hard case, handle with care.

Caution highlights

 Light exposure damages the image intensifier tube : avoid high light level conditions
like day- and sunlight and direct laser.
 Do not store the SPYRON monocular in a wet carrying case or storage case as severe
damage may result
 For transport and travels in- and outside the EU, comply with the regulations of your
country.

Download the full Instruction Manual on www.spyronnv.com
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 Do not touch the external lens with your fingers. Clean the SPYRON monocular with
clean fresh water, dry thoroughly and clean lenses with lens paper prior to storage.

